Hypothsis / aims of study
Sacral neuromodulation (SNM) is an established treatment for patients with idiopathic overactive bladder (OAB) syndrome, insufficiently responding to conservative treatment. Eligibility for implantation is determined during test stimulation, but criteria for the pre-selection of patients for a test procedure are unclear. We conducted an international panel study to establish criteria for SNM consideration in patients with idiopathic OAB. Based on these criteria, we developed an electronic tool to support decision making for SNM in daily practice.

Study design, materials and methods
The patient population considered in this study was restricted to patients of 16 years and older, with a substantial impact of idiopathic OAB on quality of life, and insufficiently responding to initial treatment. Using the RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method, a panel of 9 European experts identified 49 clinical conditions relevant to the selection of patients for SNM testing, divided into the following categories:

1. Type of symptoms
2. Previous treatments for OAB
3. Concomitant urinary tract disorders
4. Previous urological/gynaecological surgery
5. Gynaecological conditions
6. Physical co-morbidities
7. Mental state / history of mental problems
8. (History of) sexual problems
9. Current medications

Panellists individually scored the appropriateness of SNM testing for all conditions, distinguishing between inappropriate (absolute contra-indication), appropriate (not limiting SNM consideration), and conditionally appropriate (dependent on the nature of the condition). The panellists also documented the considerations behind their choices. During a plenary meeting, the ratings were discussed and definitions were refined. A second individual rating round was conducted to assess the revised conditions (n=48). Applying the mathematical rules typically used in RAND studies, final appropriateness statements were calculated for each of the conditions. The panel results were embedded in an electronic decision tool that allows the user to select a patient profile and to see the related panel recommendation including the considerations behind.

Results
Agreement (at least 7/9 panellists having the same score) increased from 49% in round 1 to 92% in the second round. Five conditions (10%) were deemed to be an absolute contra-indication for SNM testing: anatomical low bladder compliance, current urinary tract infection, urinary tumours, pregnancy, progressive neurological disease. Twenty-three conditions (48%) were considered not limiting SNM testing, provided that these are well-controlled (e.g. diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases). For the remaining 20 conditions (42%), the outcome was conditionally appropriate, i.e. dependent on their specific nature.

The electronic decision tool offers the possibility of composing a patient profile based on the conditions considered by the panel (Figure 1, A). Thereafter, the panel recommendation is displayed (Figure 1, B). By clicking on the panel statement, the considerations behind the recommendation are shown (Figure 2). Evaluation of the applicability of the tool in clinical practice is ongoing.
Interpretation of results
The results of this panel study showed a high extent of agreement about the criteria for SNM consideration in patients with idiopathic OAB. Panel recommendations were embedded in a user-friendly electronic decision support tool to be used in clinical practice and educational settings.

Concluding message
The panel recommendations may support the appropriate selection of patients with idiopathic OAB for the consideration of SNM. Electronic decision support programs could be used to support patient management and to promote best practice.
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